
Andriy Tkachiv, CEO, 
Forbes 30 UNDER 30

Andriy Tkachiv is a former CTO and co-founder of an award-winning startup 
— CallPage and made a successful founder exit from it. Andriy with CallPage 
co-founders made it to Forbes 30 under 30 2019 Europe.

IguVerse CEO Andriy Tkachiv is an experienced and passionate tech founder 
with 8 years of IT background and various blockchain experiences including 
investing in projects, speculating on the market as well as coding smart contracts. 

CEO 

IguVerse intends to make a breakthrough by incorporating social and community elements into the gamied app, 
giving fans of pets the opportunity to earn cryptocurrency from their everyday social media activities.

Players will play a few different Mini Games in our App and earn reward tokens. 

Fund raising

Seed round, 12.5%     

No TGE unlock, 12m cliff, 12m vesting

Private round, 10.5% 

5% TGE unlock, 1m cliff, 12m vesting

Gameplay

Total raise
$2,850,000

100%FDV Market Cap
$24,000,000

IDO, 2.5%

15% TGE unlock, 6m vesting

 Socialize To Earn                     Move To Earn

    Play To Earn                           Help To Earn

Tokenomics

79K+120K+ 79K+

TGE Market Cap
$216,000

Governance: IGU token holders will be able to stake 
their tokens and participate in governance voting. 
IGU token holders in later stages will be able to take 
key game decisions

Staking: Players will be able to stake their IGU tokens 
to earn regular rewards.

Payments: Players need an IGU token to buy new 
Playable Characters Pets

IGU Token Utility

Governance and ruling BEP-20 Ecosystem token

LISTING 

Sold 1000+ NFTs for $400k+. 
Binance Top Creators 30 Days                                                           

In game 
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25%
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5%
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12.5%
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Team
12.5%

Advisors
5%

Strategic Reserve
5%

IDO 2.5%

IguVerse GameFi app redenes the whole concept of NFT using AI / ML technologies. Unique user-generated NFTs will 
become the new standard NFT 2.0, dethroning faceless collections. In our GameFi app, we introduce an innovative game 

mechanic Socialize to Earn, along with two more Earn concepts - Move to Earn and Play to Earn, where users can complete 
simple tasks like sharing pet photos on social media or walking and feeding them to get rewards.

https://www.forbes.com/pictures/5c60c0f2a7ea432d0765b2fe/callpage--andrey-tkachiv
https://www.linkedin.com/in/andrew-tkachiv
https://iguverse.com/
https://t.me/Iguverse
https://twitter.com/iguverse
https://discord.gg/iguverse
https://www.binance.com/en/nft/profile/iguanametaverse-da826166b4028a27dfefa39d1f03d1b4?category=created
https://linktr.ee/iguverse
https://whitepaper.iguverse.com 
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